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COMPACTIFICATION AND FACTORIZATION THEOREMS

FOR TRANSFINITE COVERING DIMENSION

By

Katsuya Yokoi

Abstract. P. Borst introduced a transfiniteextension of the cover-

ing dimension. In thispaper we obtain compactification and factor-

ization theorems for this dimension function.

1. Introduction.

In this paper we assume that all spaces are normal.

A space X is called weakly infinite-dimensional in the sense of Smirnov,

abbreviated 5-w. i.d., if for every sequence {{Ait 5i): z'gN} of pairs of disjoint

closed sets in X there is a partition Lt in X between At and Bt for each zeN

n
such that f~＼Li=d> for some neN.

P. Borst [2] defined a new transfinitedimension function, trdim, by general-

izing a necessary and sufficientcondition of n-dimensionality (in the sense of

covering dimension) to transfiniteordinals and he classifiedS-w. i.d. spaces by

use of the dimension function.

This paper is concerned with this dimension function. In section 3 we

prove factorization theorem for the above transfinite covering dimension.

Recently T. Kimura [6] showed that every space X has a compactification aX

of X such that trdim aX<Ltrdim X and w{aX)<w{X). He constructed this

space by Wallman-type compactification. In section 4 we give another proof

for the theorem by the standard way in dimension theory. We extend an

earlier result of A.B. Forge [41.

2. Definitions and preliminaries.

We need some preparations for the definitionof Borst's paper.

2.1. Definition.

all non-empty finite

Let L be a set. By Fin L we denote the collection of

subsets of L. For a subset M of Fin L and an element
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ffe{0}WFinL we put

M*={reFin L : gUt<=M and </Mr=^}

We abbreviateM[a) to Ma for each ogI.

2.2. Definition. Let L and M be as in Definition 2.1. We define the

ordinal number OrdM inductively as follows,

OrdM=0 iff M=<f>,

Qv&M^a iff for every aeiL, OrdMa<a.

Ord M―a iff OrdM<a and Ord<a is not true, and

OrdM=oo iff OrdAf>a for every ordinal number a.

2.3. Definition. Let X be a space. We put

L{X)={(A, B): A and B are disjoint closed sets in X).

A collection o={(Ai, Bi): i=l, ■■■, n}eFin L{X) is called inessential if

there is a partition Li in X between At and Bt for each i―1, ■■■,n such that

n
H Li―6. Otherwise a is called essential. For arbitrary LdL(X) we set

i =l

Mz,= {<7GFinL: a is essential in X}.

2.4. Definition. For a space X we put

trdim Z=Ord ML(ix) -

2.5. Remark. P. Borst [2] showed that the above dimension function,

trdim, coincides with the covering dimension if the covering dimension is finite.

For more detailed information about transfinite covering dimension, the

reader is refered to Borst's paper [2].

3. Factorization theorem.

The following Mardesic's factorization theorem [7] is well-known. For

every continuous mapping /: X->Z of a compact space I to a compact space

Z there exist a compact space Y and continuous mappings g : X->Y and h : Y-^Z

such that dimr^dimZ, w(Y)^w(Z), g(X)=Y and f=hg.

In this section we extend this result to trdim. The idea of the proof is

similar to B. A. Pasynkov's paper [9, 1].
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3.1. Lemma [2]. Let L and L' be sets, Me Fin I, M'cFin V, and

<p: L-*L' be a function satisfying the following condition(*):

(*) for every a<=M, we have <p(a)^M' and ＼o＼= ＼<p(o)＼.

Then we have OrdM^OrdM'.

3.2.Lemma [2]. Let X be a space and LdL(X). Further assume thatfor

every(A, B)^L(X) thereexists(G, H)<=L suchthat A(zG and BcH. Then we

have Ord MT,=Ord Mr<-ti.

We shall give a notation.

Let /: X->Z be a continuous mapping from a space I to a space Z and

%z={(Aa, Ba): aeJ} be a collectionof pairs of disjoint closed sets in Z. Then

we denote by B{f:X->Z, £FZ)the following set {p=(au ■■■,an): {(f~＼Aai),

f~l(Bai)):i=l, ■■■, n＼is inessential in X, a^J. and neN.}

3.3. Lemma [1]. Let f : X―>Z be a continuous mapping from a compact space

X to a compact space Z with w(Z)=v. For every collection£Fzof pairs of dis-

joint closed setsin Z with the cardinality <t, there exist a compact space Y=

Y(f:X―*Z,3z) and continuous mappings g=-g(f : X-+Z, 1Z): X―>Y and h =

h{f:X^Z, SZ):Y-*Z such that w(Y)£w(Z), g(X)=Y, f=hg and {(h-＼Aat),

h~l(Bai)):i―1, ■■■, n＼ is inessential in Y for every /3= (ai, ･･･,an)<Ei<8=

j£(f:X->Z. ffA

Proof. We shall give an outline of the proof. For each fi=(au ･･･,an)

<=B there exists a partition Lt in X between f~＼Aai)and f~＼Bai)for each

n
2= 1, ･･･, n such that Pi Lt―^. We construct continuous mappings <pai: X-*lt

= [0,1] for each i=l, ■■■,n such that <pai(f~＼Aai))=0, <pai(f-＼Bat))=l and

<pai(Li)=l/2. Then we may assume Li=^i"1(l/2). Now we put

g? A <pai:X―>h=Iih
i=l

g=fA A g?:X―>ZxHh.
,8e<3

and

Moreover we put Y―g(X) and h―prz＼Y:Y-+Z; where prz:Zx II Ip->Z is

the natural oroiection. Then the conditionsare satisfied. □

Let Ibea compact space with w(X)=t. Then there is a large base Vx

for X such that I'Url^r. We put
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cvx={(CIxU, CIXV):U, V(BHJx and ClxUr＼ClxV=^}.

3.4.Theorem. For every continuousmapping f: X-^Z from a compact

space X to a compact space Z there exista compact space Y and continuous

mappings g:X-*Y and h:Y->Z such that trdimF^trdim X, w(Y)^w(Z), g{X)

=Y and f―hg.

Proof. Let be Yo―Z, go~f and 3yQ=Q/Yo- By Lemma 3.3 we can con-

struct compact spaces Yi} continuous mappings gi: X-*Yt and hiti^＼Yi-^Yi^

and collections 3yf of pairs of disjoint closed sets in Yt inductively satisfying

the following conditions:

(1) Yi=Y(gi_1:X^Yi_u Sr^),

(2) gi=g(gi-,: -y-r<.i, av,^) ■x-^Yt,

(3) ht.t.^Kgt.,: X-^Y^, 2Yi_^ : Y^Y^,

(4) ffKi=ci;rtW/ii.t-r1(ffK1_1),

(5) wOr^wtYi^),

(6) gi(X)=Yu

(7) gi-1=hi,i^igi and

(8) {(/li.i-r1^^), hi,i-i~＼Bak)): k=l, ■■■,n) is inessential in Yt for every

j8=(ai, ･･･, aB)e^i=^(^t-i: A'-^Fi.!, ff^^).

Now we put 7=lJin{Fi, /zi,t_i},5'=l<im gi: A->F and h=pr0: Y-±Y0, where

j&r^: y~>Fi is the natural projection. Then the conditions are satisfied. We

can easily prove that w(Y)<,w(Z), g(X)=Y and f=hg. So, we shall show

trdimy<:trdimX.

By Lemma 3.2 it is sufficient to prove that Ord McvY<LQrd ML(jn. For each

(Aa, Ba)(ECVY there exists K≪)gNW{0} such that prkw(Aa)r＼prkia>(Ba)=<f>.

So we can select an element (Cr(a), Dk≪))g%k≪) sucn tnat Prk(.a)(.Aa)aCncn

and prkW(Ba)dDrw. Then we find an element (£,c≪)≫̂c≪))eq7x such that

g~＼prkw~＼Cr(_ay))cE,Ca) and 5-"1(/?r/fe(a)"1(Z)Ka)))cF^a).

Let <p: ci;r->L(Z) be the function defined by

for every (Aa, Ba)e<?r. Then we can show that the function <phas the prop-

erty (*) of Lemma 3.1.

Suppose {(£,(≪<)>Fr)(.at))'-2= 1, ･･･, m} is inessential for some ^((^4ai, 5af))

=(£,(≪,), FvCati) and /=1, ･･･, n. We put

m=max{^(ai): 2= 1, ･･･, n}+l.

Then we have
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g-＼prk,a0-＼Cna0)) =g~＼prm-＼hm,kiai^＼Cna0))

― §m {hm.kCcti-) (Crca;)))

and similarly

Therefore by the above hypothesis and the constructions,

is inessentialin Ym+1.

On the other hand, we have

i

1, -, n)
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AaiCpr ft(aj)(C;-(ai))―pTm +i (hm +l.m {hm.kCa^ (wCa
j))))

and similarly

Baidprm +i 1(hm +l,m 1{hm,k(.ai-)＼D y(,a{))))･

Thus {{Aai, Bai): i=l, ■･･,n} is inessential in Y. This completes the proof of

Theorem 3.4. □

Now we can prove the following corollary by the similar way [7].

3.5. Corollary. For every compact space X such that trdimX^a there

exists an inverse system S={Xa, na,P> 2), where ＼I＼̂ w(X), consisting of metriz-

able compact spaces of dimensions ^a whose limit is homeomorphic to X.

4. Compactificatioittheorems.

Let I be a space such that the covering dimension dim X has a finite.

Then the following factsare well-known [3].

(a) The covering dimension of the Stone-Cech compactificationfiX of X

coincideswith the covering dimension of X.

(b) There existsa compactificationaX of X such that dimaZ^dimZ and

w(aX)£w(X).

In thissectionwe extend these results(c.f.[61).

4.1. Theorem. For every space X we have

trdim^Z=trdimZ.

Proof. Let <p: L(X)->L(pX) be the function defined by

<d(A, B))={CIbXA, ChxB)
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for every 01, B)<=L(X). Then It is obvious that <p(<j)^ML^x^ for every <re

Micx). By Lemma 3.1, we have trdim Z^trdim fiX.

Conversely, we shall show that trdim j3X<?trdim X. For every (A, 23)e

L{f$X) we can select open sets UA, UB in fiX such that AaUA, BaUB and

ClpxUAr＼ClpxUB―$. Let 9: L((3X)-+L(X) be the function denned by

^U, B))=(ciPzUAr＼x, ci?xuBr＼X)

for every (^4,B)^L(fHX). Then we can easily see that <p(ff)eMLCx) for every

a^Mupxi- By Lemma 3.1 we have trdim fiXtiitrdimX D

4.2. Theorem. Every space X has a compactification aX of X such that

trdim aX^ trdim X and u>(aX)<(i){X). Further assume that fa: X―>/a= [0, 1] be

continuous mappings for aGj, where ＼Jl＼^w{X). Then each fa is extendable

to a continuous mapping fa '-aX―>Ia.

Proof. We can suppose that trdim X existsand w{X)=t. There existsa

homeomorphic embedding i: X-+1T of the space X into the Tychonoff cube 1T

of weight t. We put

F= A f*Ai:X―> TLlaXlT.
aeJ

Then we note that F is the homeomorphic embedding and w(U IaXlT)=T.
aeJ.

Let $F: /3X-> II laxlr be the extension of F over fiX. By virtue of Theorem
ae.Jl

3.4 there exist a compact space Y and continuous mappings g: fiX-^Y and

h＼Y-+TL IaXlT such that trdim F^trdim $X, w(Y)£r, g(fiX)=Y and $F=hg.

Now we put aX―Y and f a―prah: aX-^la, where pra: U laXlT~^la is the
ae.JL

natural projection. Then by Theorem 4.1 and the construction, the conditions

are satisfied. □

In particular, we have the following.

4.3. Theorem. For every metrizable separable space X and every sequence

{fi: X―>1: fgN} of continuous mappings, there exists a metrizable comactification

aX of X such that trdim aX^trdlm X and each fi is extendable to a continuous

mapping fi: aX-*L

In the same way of the proof of Theorem 4.2 we can show the following

Corollary.
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4.4.Corollary. Let fa: X^-Xa be continuousmappings from a space X to

compact spaces Xa such that w{Xa)^w{X), a^J. and ＼J.＼^w{X). Then there

existsa compactificationaX of X such that trdim aZ^trdim X, a){aX)^w{X)

and each fa is extendableto a continuousmapping fa '･aX-^Xa.

5. Comments.

The following fact is well-known [3].

For every non-negative integer n and every infinite cardinal number r

there exists a compact universal space Pn, x for the class of all normal spaces

whose covering dimension is not larger than n whose weight is not larger

than r.

We can see this fact by use of the factorization theorem. But we can not

apply this theorem to the transfmite covering dimension with infinitevalue.

We should consider the space 0 ln. Thus the next question is natural.
7>.f=N

Question. For every Infiniteordinal number a and every infinitecardinal

number v does there exist a universal space Pa, t for the class of all normal

spaces whose transfinitecovering dimension is not larger than a and whose

weight is not larger than r?
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